
CNC-5-AXIS MACHINING CENTERS
FROM HURCO

A symbiosis of technically advanced hardware and powerful WinMax software.

A wide range of perfectly equipped CNC 5-axis machining centers, with the industry’s fastest

control.

Pliening, March 2015:Pliening, March 2015: The CNC 5-axis machining

centers of the VMX series from HURCO are versatile in

several senses. HURCO currently offers six machining

centers, all of which are equipped with an integrated

rotary/swivel table. The concept of the integrated

rotary-tilt table offers

more clearance on the Z-axis compared to other

manufacturers’ models.

What sets HURCO machines apart is the symbiosis of technically advanced hardware and highly

efficient software. This results in a product that is powerful as well as economical and at the

same time has very good operability.

WinMax – the fast one among the dialog controls

The 5-axis machines of the VMX series are equipped with the “WinMax” dialog control –

optionally with DXF option. The powerful software of the control from HURCO simplifies

programming for 5-sided machining and creates the conditions for the production of precision

en
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parts in just three steps.

“Compared to other conversational programming, our WinMax DXF software reduces the

programming time for a workpiece by up to 50 percent. Anyone who has tried WinMax is

usually enthusiastic,” says Michael Auer, Managing Director of HURCO GmbH.

When developing the control system, the internationally active manufacturer of machine tools

for metal-cutting production focused on uncomplicated handling. Sketches and DXF data can be

quickly transferred or simply read in. WinMax can be operated intuitively via a few keys, offers

comprehensive graphics options and a self-explanatory user interface.
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